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(ABSTRACT)
An aerodynamic and acoustic investigation was performed on two small-scale
supersonic inlets to determine which inlet would be more suitable for a High Speed Civil
Transport (HSCT) aircraft during approach and takeoff flight conditions. The
comparison was made between an axisymmetric supersonic P inlet and a bifurcated two-
dimensional supersonic inlet. The 1/14 scale model supersonic inlets were used in
conjunction with a 4. I in (10.4 cm) turbofan engine simulator. A bellmouth was utilized
on each inlet to eliminate lip separation commonly associated with airplane engine inlets
that are tested under static conditions. Steady state measurements of the aerodynamic
flowfield and acoustic farfield were made in order to evaluate the aeroacoustic
performance of the inlets. The aerodynamic results show the total pressure recovery of
the two inlets to be nearly identical, 99°,4 at the approach condition and 98% at the takeoff
condition. At the approach fan speed (60% design speed), there was no appreciable
difference in the acoustic performance of either inlet over the entire 0 ° to 110 ° farfield
Abstract
measurement sector. The inlet flow field results at the takeoff fan speed (88% design
speed), show the average inlet throat Mach number for the P inlet (Mach 0.52) to be
approximately 2 times that of the 2D inlet (Mach 0.26). The difference in the throat
Mach number is a result of the smaller throughflow area of the P inlet. This reduced area
resulted in a "soft choking" of the P inlet which lowered the tone and overall sound
pressure levels of the simulator in the forward sector by an average of 9 dB and 3 dB,
respectively, when compared to the 2D inlet.
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1.0 Introduction
Over 20 years ago, the Concorde entered air service under the collaboration of
British Airways and Air France. They were the first to develop a supersonic cruise
aircraft for commercial transportation. Shifting from subsonic flight to supersonic flight
was a big step for any commercial airline to take. However, supersonic flight became
more and more necessary as economic markets expanded globally, creating a demand for
faster long distance transportation. Supersonic planes significantly reduce the amount of
time it takes to travel on long distance flights and the businesses of today see this as an
increasingly attractive feature. Unfortunately, the Concorde failed to reach its economic
projections partly due to its unacceptable airport community noise levels and the overland
sonic boom that follows the aircraft at supersonic speeds. Recently, NASA initiated a
High Speed Civil Transport (HSCT) research program to develop a supersonic passenger
aircraft and investigate its feasibility for commercial transportation.
Boeing Commercial Airplane Group and McDonnell Douglas Aerospace have
teamed together under a NASA contract to develop technologies for a 21 st Century high-
speed passenger jet. The proposed airliner will be able to fly 300 passengers to Europe or
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thePacificRim at 2.4timesthespeedof sound, cutting existing travel time by more than
half. It will be able to fly faster than the Concorde and twice as far, carrying three times
as many passengers at a lower cost. The development is now in Phase II, which focuses
on moving technology concepts out of the laboratory and into practical applications.
Phase II will concentrate on developing and providing the technology necessary to make
the future supersonic airliner economically practical as well as environmentally
acceptable. The principal objective of the aerodynamic effort is to develop technology to
increase supersonic and subsonic cruise performance [Carden, 1994].
The environmental impact of a supersonic transport (SST) has an important role
in the design of the aircraft. If a supersonic plane is going to be successful the impact on
the environment has to be significantly reduced compared to the Concorde. Two major
environmental factors of the SST are airport community noise and atmospheric
emissions. The noise levels of the engine will have to meet the FAR 36 Stage 3 noise
regulations to provide acceptable airport community noise. The emissions of a
supersonic aircraft at altitudes coincident with the highest concentration of atmospheric
ozone will require reducing NOx emissions to levels that have no significant impact on
the Earth's ozone layer. These technical challenges are currently being investigated to
determine how their impact on the environment can be minimized.
A major effort is being applied to the SST's ability to meet the restrictions on
airport community noise. The noise levels of an aircraft reach their peak on landing
approach and takeoff. Although jet noise is expected to be the predominant noise source
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for SSTaircraft,previousanalysisby Trefny andSofrinshowsthat"forward propagating
fannoiseis a significantnoisecomponentduringtakeoff andapproach." Thedesignof
anengineinlet determinesmanyof thepropertiesof theforwardpropagatedfan noise. In
this case, the supersonic inlet of the SST has to be carefully examined. The purpose of a
supersonic engine inlet is to compress supersonic flow entering the engine to nearly a
sonic Mach number at the throat and then diffuse the flow to a subsonic speed at the fan
face, while minimizing pressure losses [Sauders et. al., 1991]. Supersonic inlets require
many more complex features than the conventional subsonic inlets because the engine has
to be able to perform at both supersonic and subsonic flight speeds. Supersonic inlets
typically include auxiliary inlet doors, boundary layer bleed systems, and translating or
variable geometry centerbodies to change the throat area for different flight conditions.
These features are currently being investigated to determine the effects on the fan radiated
engine noise.
The NASA Lewis research center began to investigate low speed aeroacoustic
performance of a supersonic inlet in 1983 under the Supersonic Cruise Aircraft Research
program. Testing was performed in the NASA Lewis 9x15 foot anechoic wind tunnel
with a 1/3 scale model of an axisymmetric, mixed-compression supersonic inlet that was
coupled with a 0.4 scale JT8D reran simulator. The wind tunnel airspeeds ranged from
Mach 0.0 to 0.2 for the test cases to simulate low airspeeds.
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NASA is currently investigating two different supersonic inlet designs. One is
given the term axisymmetric P inlet and the other is the bifurcated two-dimensional inlet.
Each inlet has several advantages and disadvantages for a supersonic aircraft. Currently,
the P inlet was NASA's first choice and the design is very simple and lighter in weight
than the 2D inlet. During supersonic operation, the P inlet is prone to an unstart
condition. However, at transonic conditions the throat area of the P inlet is not large
enough for the engine operation and the auxiliary doors may have to be opened. On the
contrary, the 2D inlet has a larger throat area due to the centerbody design and the
transition from a rectangular opening to a circular cross section at the engine fan face.
This inlet is very stable when compared to the P inlet because of the large throughflow
area. Therefore, the 2D inlet will not have as big of an engine unstart problem as the P
inlet. In summary, it is not clear at this point which inlet may be better, and research is
needed to characterize the aeroacoustic performance of the two inlets.
Several years ago, the Virginia Tech noise research program for supersonic inlets
was initiated to provide preliminary aerodynamic and acoustic results for future detailed
full scale tests. The objective of the research was to examine the generation and radiation
of turbomachinery fan noise from a supersonic inlet. The experiment was performed by
using a 1/14 scale supersonic inlets coupled with a 4.1 in (10.4 cm) turbofan engine
simulator. A lower experimental cost is a great benefit to the research program, therefore
the small scale inlets and simulator used at Virginia Tech were valuable. With the
complexity of the supersonic inlet, the test matrix can be extremely large. This small-
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scaleexperimentaltestprogramwill provide initial resultsonhow the inlets mayreduce
the impact of a supersonicaircraft on airport communitynoise. Previousstudieson
supersonicinlet noisehavebeenperformedby Nuckolls, Detwiler, Pande,and Wagner
underthisresearchprogram.
The current researchby Virginia Tech focuses on evaluating a NASA
axisymmetricP inlet configurationand a NASA bifurcated2D inlet configurationat
simulatedapproachand takeoff conditions. The two inlets can be directly compared
sincebotharesetupfor theappropriateflight conditions.Theevaluationis performedby
comparingthe soundpressurelevels radiatedin the farfield, inlet pressurelosses,and
inlet Machnumbers.Thetestswereperformedin theVirginia Techanechoicchamberat
staticconditionswithout a wind tunnelproviding in flight effects. However,both inlets
were equippedwith a bellmouth to eliminate flow separationat the cowl lip. The
bellmouthreducedthecowl lip separationregionsthat wereexperiencedduringprevious
testsof the inlets. Thesupersonicinlet testingprocedurewasdevelopedby Nuckollsand
Ng andwasusedin thecurrentresearch.
This thesis is organizedinto five chapters. The next chapterexplainsprevious
researchand givesa basicunderstandingof thegenerationof fan noise. ChapterThree
describesthetestproceduresandfacilitiesby detailingthetwo supersonicinlets,turbofan
simulator, and measurementtechniques. Chapter Four provides the aeroacoustic
performancecomparison of the P inlet and the 2D inlet. Conclusions from the
investigationare discussedin ChapterFive. Finally, the bellmouth effects, turbofan
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simulator exit area effects, pressure related fan face distortion calculations, and acoustic
plane comparisons of the individual inlets are presented in Appendices A through D.
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2.0 Background
This chapter consists of two sections. The first section presents some previous
research conducted on the axisymmetric P inlet and the bifurcated two-dimensional inlet.
The second section describes the causes of noise generation and propagation in turbofan
engines.
2.1 Previous Research
Nuckolls and Ng developed the Virginia Tech supersonic inlet research program
by using the axisymmetric, mixed compression P inlet designed by NASA. Their
research program, which involved the testing of a new auxiliary door geometry, was
directed at reducing the noise from the inlet at a subsonic fan speed of 50,000 RPM (60
PNC) simulating aircraft landing approach conditions. Detwiler and Ng used the same P
inlet configuration, except they studied the auxiliary door geometry at a fan speed of
70,000 RPM (88 PNC) simulating takeoff conditions. In both test cases, the results
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showeda reductionof the bladepassingfrequencytonedueto the chokingeffect of the
auxiliarydoors. Thesetestwereperformedwithouttheuseof abellmouthto reducecowl
lip separationcommonlyexperiencedin a statictestenvironment. Furthertests,usinga
bellmouthon the P inlet, areneededto explaintheaeroacousticperformanceof the inlet
in moredetailatapproachandtakeoffconditions.
Wagner and Ng were the first to evaluatethe aeroacousticperformanceof a
bifurcatedtwo-dimensional,mixed compressionsupersonicinlet, designedby NASA,
under the Virginia Tech researchprogram.
approach and takeoff conditions because
These resultswere not appropriatefor
large cowl lip separation regions were
experienced.The effectsof the lip separationin the 2D inlet experimentsprovedto be
very substantialto the flow distortion at the fan face. For thesereasons,a bellmouth
neededto be designedfor the 2D inlet before any additional experimentscould be
conducted.KozakandNg investigatedthe 2D inlet to determinetheextentof inlet flow
distortionsatthe fanface. Theyused3DCFD codeto establisha modelof the inlet flow
field. The numericalsimulation performedwas modeledwithout cowl lip separation.
The resultsshowedthe flow throughoutthe inlet waswell behaved. Anderson, et al.
(1994) and Saunders, et al.(1991) have performed several computational analyses on the
2D inlet at supersonic cruise speeds. Now there is a growing need to test the
aerodynamic and acoustic performance of bifurcated two-dimensional inlets at approach
and takeoff conditions and compare them to their axisymmetric counterparts. The only
acoustic performance testing done on the 2D inlet was by Wagner and Ng without a
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bellmouth. Therefore,the next step in the researchprogram is to compare the two
different supersonic inlets directly for the approach and takeoff flight conditions and
examine the overall areoacoustic performance.
2.2 Understanding Fan Noise
There are three distinct types of noise generated by a fan which can be identified
in the acoustic far field. They are know as pure tone fan noise, combination tone noise,
and broadband noise. The predominant noise is the pure tone fan noise, occurring at the
fundamental blade passing frequency (BPF). Tyler and Sofrin have shown that high pure
tone fan noise for subsonic and supersonic rotors is due to the interaction between the
rotating fan blades and the stationary vanes. Pure tone fan noise is generated at a
frequency equal to BN, where B is the number of fan blades and N is the rotational speed
of the fan. Combination tone fan noise is caused when the fan blade tip velocity becomes
supersonic relative to the flow entering the fan. This noise is comprised of a series of
tones located at integer multiples of the fan rotational speed _=kN, k=1,2,3...). Each of
the fan blades will shed shock waves in the upstream flow direction that vary in intensity
due to small differences in the blade profiles. As these waves propagate, they will
coalesce and cancel to form a combination tone frequency spectrum. The combination
tones will occur in addition to the blade passing frequency generated by the sonic portion
of the rotating fan blades. The broadband noise forms the spectral background between
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the tones. There is generally no way of knowing whether the noise originates in the rotor
or stators, whether it is produced by incident turbulence interacting with the blade rows,
or whether it is random unsteadiness produced in the blade rows themselves [Oates
(1985)]. All three types of noise have a significant effect on the far field acoustic
spectrum recorded from the fan.
Tyler and Sofin have theoretically explained the generation and propagation of
pressure modes in annular ducts. The blade passing tone results from the interaction of
the rotating fan blades and the stationary disturbances. This interaction produces
spinning pressure patterns that propagate in a spiraling fashion in the duct. The pressure
pattern will either propagate out of the duct or decay to a negligible level. Each pressure
pattern consists of a number of lobes, m or cycles of pressure variations. Where the only
allowable values of m are given by:
m= nB + kV
n"
B"
k_
V:
Harmonic of blade passing frequency
Number of fan blades
Spatial harmonic of the distortion produced by the disturbance + 1,2,3...
Number of stationary disturbances
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In this research, the Model 460 turbofan simulator (See Section 3.1) has 18 rotor blades
(B = 18) and experiences two apparent circumferential distortions. The row of stator vanes
(V=26) behind the fan and either the P inlet's centerbody support struts (V=4) or the 2D
inlet's centerbody trailing edge (V=2) are the two distortions the fan will see. Each of the
disturbances can produce an infinite number of modal pressure patterns, but only a finite
number of patterns will propagate out of the duct without decaying. The propagation of a
generated pressure mode in a duct is determined by the wave number, Kxu:
where, f is the frequency of the blade passing tone, f,,u is the cut-off frequency of the
(m, y) mode, m is the number of circumferential lobes,/.t is the radial order of the mode,
and c is the speed of sound. From the above equation, a modal pattern is considered cut-
off if the axial wave number has an imaginary value be, u>/). Cut-off is a condition in
which the amplitude of the level of the modal pattern will decay rapidly to negligible
levels in the duct. For a modal pattern to propagate through the duct, the cut-off
frequency of the mode must be less than the blade passing frequency of the tone. If the
modal pattern propagates out of the duct, it is termed cut-on.
The equation for the wave number, Kxu can be put in terms of the circumferential
Mach number for a particular mode and critical Mach number at the outer wall:
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a(7 _ --,
b Hub-tip ratio (a=hub radius, b--tip radius)
nB
Aim = -- M,,p"
m
Circumferential tip Mach number
M.p: Blade tip Mach number
(k'_ (')
(2-_--J = M,_" Critical circumferential tip Mach number
k,.J_: Characteristic number associated with the E-functions describing the radial
pressure distribution for a given hub-tip ratio
The transition from decay to propagation occurs when the circumferential tip Mach
number, M,,,, equals the value of the critical circumferential tip Mach number, Mm'.
Therefore, the transmission characteristics can be summed up as follows:
M., < M,." mode decays
Mm > Mm" mode propagates
M.
A mode cut-off ratio can be defined such that _: = M_,
< 1 mode decays
> 1 mode propagates
For the Model 460 turbofan simulator used in this research, the cut-off ratios for the test
speeds of 50,000 RPM (60 PNC) and 70,000 RPM (88 PNC) where greater than 1 for all
of the higher order modes of the rotor-stator interaction for the 2D inlet and P inlet. This
proved that the generated pressure modes would be cut-on and propagate from the inlet to
the farfield.
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3.0 Experiment
This chapter describes the experimental setup. The first section presents the
turbofan simulator. The second section describes the two small scale supersonic inlets.
The test facility is described in section three. The next two sections explain the
instrumentation and setup used to measure the aeroacoustics of the inlets. The last
section outlines the test matrix.
3.1 Turbofan Engine Simulator
A Model 460 turbofan engine simulator, manufactured by Tech Development,
was use in conjunction with the supersonic inlets in the experiment. The simulator is
used to drive the inlet airflow and produce engine noise signals of a turbofan engine.
Figure 3.1 shows a picture of the turbofan simulator and its rotating components. The
simulator has a single-stage fan section consisting of 18 fan blades (4.1 inch diameter)
and 26 stator blades. The fan is powered by a single-stage turbine with 29 blades and
driven by compressed air. The Model 460 has a design speed of 80,000 RPM and is
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Figure 3.1 Turbofan Engine Simulator
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capable of producing a fan pressure ratio of 1.60 with a maximum mass flow rate of 1.23
kg/sec (2.72 lbm/sec). The fan simulator is equipped with thermocouples to monitor the
bearing temperatures in case of bearing failure. The magnetic-pickup tachometer allows
the speed of the simulator to be displayed. The Model 460 turbofan simulator performs
like a full scale fan in a typical high bypass ratio engine.
The turbofan simulator reaches supersonic fan tip velocity at a rotational speed of
approximately 65,000 RPM (80 PNC). At rotational speeds of 65,000 RPM and higher,
the fan will generate combination tones in the acoustic spectrum. For the simulated
aircraft approach condition, the simulator was operated at 50,000 RPM (60 PNC). This
simulator speed will not generate fan noise with a combination tone spectrum. However,
at the simulated aircraft takeoff condition, the simulator was tested at a fan speed of
70,000 RPM (88 PNC) providing the combination tone spectra that is representative of a
full-size aircraft engine.
3.2 Supersonic Inlets
The main objective of this research is to obtain the aeroacoustic data for the
axisymmetric P inlet and the bifurcated two-dimensional inlet at approach and takeoff
conditions for comparison. The following three subsections describe and compare the
inlets and their features.
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3.2.1 Axisymmetric P Inlet
A mixed-compression axisymmetric inlet system has been shown to meet the
requirements of operating over a wide range of Mach numbers for a supersonic aircraft.
This inlet, given the name P inlet, was first tested by NASA Lewis in 1983 to determine
the aeroacoustic performance of a representative supersonic cruise inlet. Figure 3.2
shows a cutaway drawing of the NASA P inlet. This supersonic inlet is designed for a
cruising speed of Mach 2.65 and has several variable features such as a translating
centerbody, boundary layer bleed systems, and auxiliary inlet doors. The translating
centerbody is used to adjust the throat area to maintain the correct shock structure inside
the inlet at supersonic cruise speeds and to change the mass flow rate to the engine at
subsonic speeds. The bleed systems are used to prevent boundary layer buildup on the
inlet walls. At aircraft cruise speeds, the boundary layer needs to be minimized to avoid
shock-boundary layer interaction problems. The auxiliary doors are required to provide a
specific mass flow rate to the engine at certain flight conditions.
Figure 3.3 shows the VPI test axisymmetric P inlet in the test facility. The test
inlet has a bellmouth attached to the front cowl lip to reduce cowl lip separation for static
testing (See Appendix A). This inlet is a small scale model of the NASA P inlet, except
for the boundary layer bleed systems. The aerodynamic results of [Ball et. al., 1984]
show the bleed systems to be negligible at low flight speeds. The concerns of shock-
boundary layer interaction do not apply to subsonic flight conditions. For these reasons,
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Figure 3.3 Axisymmetric P Inlet in Research Facility
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Figure 3.4 Isometric Views of the P Inlet
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the bleed systems were not incorporated into the design of the current test P inlet.
However, the translating centerbody assembly was configured into the P inlet. The
centerbody has to be supported by support struts. The inlet requires four equally spaced
supports position at 90 ° circumferential intervals directly upstream of the engines fan
face. For this experiment, the centerbody was fully extended 100% forward to the
approach and takeoff conditions. The auxiliary doors on the inlet remained closed
throughout the testing procedure in this experiment. Figure 3.4 shows isometric views of
the VP! test axisymmetric P inlet.
3.2.2 Bifurcated Two-dimensional Inlet
The bifurcated inlet is designed for a supersonic cruise aircraft and incorporates
several important features such as reduced spillage, bypass and cowl drag, and boundary
layer bleed drag. A cutaway drawing of NASA bifurcated two-dimensional (external and
mixed compression) supersonic inlet is shown in Figure 3.5. The inlet is designed for
cruise speeds of Mach 2.7 and has a collapsible and expandable centerbody. The
changing centerbody allows the throat area to be varied to keep the correct shock
structure during supersonic flight and to change the mass flow rate to the engine at
subsonic flight conditions. Figure 3.6 shows the VPI test bifurcated 2D inlet in the test
facility. The 2D inlet used in this experiment has the centerbody fixed in the fully
collapsed position because this is the position of the centerbody during approach and
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Figure 3.6 Bifurcated 2D Inlet in Research Facility
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Figure 3.7 Isometric Views of the 2D Inlet
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takeoff conditions. The 2D inlet has a cowl transition from a rectangular capture area at
the front of the inlet to a circular cross section at the fan face and a boundary layer bleed
system to reduce boundary layer growth on the outside cowl wall. This reduces the
problem of shock/boundary layer interaction in the inlet at supersonic speeds. The
boundary layer bleed system is not incorporated into the test inlet since the effects are
negligible at subsonic airspeeds. The test inlet has a bellmouth attached to the front cowl
lip to reduce cowl lip separation for static testing (See Appendix A). Figure 3.7 shows
isometric views of the VPI test axisymmetric P inlet.
3.2.3 Geometry Comparison of the P Inlet and 2D Inlet
The previous two sections described the features of the different inlets. This
section will compare the two inlets directly. Figure 3.8 shows the front face views of the
P inlet and 2D inlet. Notice how the P inlet has an annular opening and the 2D inlet has
two separate rectangular openings. The rear face views of both of the inlets are pictured
in Figure 3.9 and show the different centerbody support features. The P inlet has four
support struts and the 2D inlet has a nose cone with two splitter plate edges. Figure 3.10
shows a cutaway profile of the two inlets comparing the throughflow areas. The
throughflow areas are graphed in Figure 3.11 and illustrate the large differences in the
cross-sectional area traveling from the cowl lip to the fan face. The 2D inlet graph starts
with a large area due to the rectangular openings and then transitions down to the smaller
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P Inlet
2D Inlet
Figure 3.8 Front Face Views of the Inlets
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P Inlet
2D Inlet
Figure 3.9 Rear Face Views of the Inlets
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circular fan face area. The P inlet begins with a small capture area then increase slightly
before decreasing to the throat area and continuing back up to the fan face area. It is
important to see the large difference in the throat areas because they influence the throat
Mach number. The throat Mach number will have an important impact in the level of
noise radiation from the fan simulator.
3.3 Research Facility
All tests for this research was performed at the Virginia Tech Anechoic Chamber
in the Vibration and Acoustics Lab. Figure 3.12 shows an earlier model of the sharp cowl
lip axisymmetric P inlet on the test bed in the anechoic chamber. The chamber is 4.0 x
2.7 x 2.2 meters and all surfaces are made of Owens-Coming Type 705 industrial
fiberglass wedges approximately 0.91 meters thick. The elevated floor of the chamber is
constructed of a metal grate just above the fiberglass wedges to minimize sound
reflection and provide a working surface in the chamber. The facility is considered to be
anechoic above frequencies of 200 Hz and has proven to have an acceptable ambient
noise level of approximately 30 dB which is on the average 80 dB below the fan spectrum
noise levels.
The supersonic inlets are coupled with the turbofan engine simulator and located
in the center of the anechoic chamber mounted on a test stand 48 in (122 cm) above the
elevated grate floor to reduce the possibility of creating ground vortices. The turbine in
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Figure 3.12 Research Facility
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thesimulatoris driven by compressedair fed in througha 2 inchpipe andthe exhaustis
ductedawayby a 12inchtubeout therearwall of thechamber.Thedoor to thechamber
hasan 18 inch hole cut in it to provide air to the fan of the simulatorand hasbeen
acousticallytreated. The standsupports,supply piping, and exhaustducting are all
coveredwith acousticfoamto reducethe soundreflectionfrom their surfaces.A valve
outsideof thechamberis usedto controlthe compressedair supply line to thesimulator
for adjustingthe speed.Thesetestarerun understaticconditionsin which air is drawn
into the inlet by theturbofansimulator. Sincestaticconditionsallow for morevariable
noise levelsthan in-flight conditions,multiple acousticreadingswere averagedfor each
microphonelocation and inlet configuration in an effort to compensatefor random
atmosphericturbulencein thetestarea.
3.4 Aerodynamic Measurements
Total pressure recovery and flow distortion measurements were used to compare
the overall aerodynamic performance of the axisymmetric P inlet and bifurcated two-
dimensional inlet. The aerodynamic measurements have an important role in the
interpretation of the acoustic results. The acoustic performance of an aircraft engine is
closely related to the aerodynamic behavior of the supersonic inlet. Understanding the
influence of aerodynamics on the acoustic performance of the inlets is one of the
objectives of this research.
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3.4.1 Instrumentation
All aerodynamic measurements were made using two conventional probes. A 1/8
in (3.2 mm) diameter Kiel probe was used to measure total pressure recovery at the fan
thce and exit because of its high tolerance of flow angularity. A 1/16 in (1.6 mm)
diameter pitot-static probe was used for static and total pressure measurements at the
cowl lip, throat, and fan face stations. The Mach number was then calculated from the
static and total pressures assuming isentropic flow.
3.4.2 Aerodynamic Setup
Total pressure and Mach number measurements were made at four probe stations
along the length of both inlets. The locations are described as the cowl lip, throat, fan
lace, and fan exit stations. In previous experiments conducted by Nuckolls and Ng using
the P inlet, it was determined that flow upstream of the support struts was axisymmetric,
therefore only one circumferential measurement location was made based on this
condition at the throat and cowl lip stations. For the 2D inlet the axisymmetric condition
does not exist, however the CFD results have shown there is little variation in flow across
the width of the throat and cowl lip stations except very close to the walls where
boundary layer growth occurs. Therefore, an accurate flow profile of the throat and cowl
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lip station could be made by measuring only along the center of the passage way. A total
of seven equally spaced radial measurements were made from the hub wall to the tip wall
on both inlets at the throat and cowl lip
Figure 3.13 shows all the measurement locations on the P inlet. On the P inlet,
the flow field at the fan face is axisymmetric. The measurements were made at five
circumferential positions and seven equally spaced radial locations to survey the effect of
the strut. The circumferential positions were equally spaced between 0 ° (directly behind
strut) and 45 ° (center of coreflow) and the radial positions equally spaced from the hub to
the tip of the fan blades. The fan exit station required seven radial positions from hub to
tip at one circumferential location due to the mixing of the flow after passing through the
stator blades. Mach number measurements were made perpendicular to the trailing edge
and at the centerline of a strut to define the wakes shed by each of the centerbody support
struts. The strut wake traverse station is detailed on the fan face probe grid in Figure
3.13.
Figure 3.14 shows all the measurement locations on the 2D inlet. The 2D inlet's
centerbody trailing edge and nose cone distort the flow field at the fan face. The
measurement grid at the fan face has to be more detailed than the P inlet's fan face
measurement grid. A total of six circumferential positions with seven radial locations
equally spaced from hub to tip had to be made at the fan face station. This grid covers a
circumferential sector from 0 ° (center of coreflow) to 90 ° (directly behind strut). In order
to measure the wakes shed by the centerbody splitter plate, a traverse was made
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perpendicular to the trailing edge of the centerbody and at the centerline of one of the two
trailing edges of the splitter plate. The Mach number was measured to define the wakes
at the splitter plate wake traverse station shown on the fan face probe grid in Figure 3.14.
3.5 Acoustic Measurements
The acoustic measurements were used to compare the overall noise levels of the
axisymmetric P inlet and bifurcated two-dimensional inlet. The acoustic performance is
influenced by the aerodynamic results because of the different flow fields in the two
supersonic inlets. Determining how the acoustic performance is related to the
aerodynamics of the inlets is another objective of this research.
3.5.1 Instrumentation
A Bruel and Kjaer model 4136 condenser microphone was used to measure the
acoustic farfield of the P inlet and 2D inlet. The microphone has a 0.25 in (6.4 mm)
diameter sensing diaphragm and provides linear responses for frequencies up to 30 kHz.
The microphone was connected to a preamplifier and then to a battery operated dual
channel Bruel and Kjaer power supply. The output from the power supply was connected
to a Bruel and Kjaer 2030 dual channel spectrum analyzer to analyze the signal from the
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microphone.The microphonewascalibratedprior to testingby usinga Bruel and Kjaer
pistophonewhich produceda 114.2dB signalat 994Hz.
Thespectrumanalyzerusedanarrow-bandwidthFast-FourierTransform(FFT) to
convert the microphonesignal into a frequencydomain. The upperfrequencylimit on
themeasurementswas25.6kHz with a bandwidthof 32Hz for a totalof 800datapoints.
The spectrumanalyzeroutput was usedto record the full frequencyspectrum,blade
passingfrequency(BPF),andtheoverall soundpressurelevel (OASPL). TheOASPL is
an integrationof the noiseover theentire frequencyspectrumfrom 0 to 25.6 kHz. The
samplenoisespectradatawastransferredto a personalcomputerfor permanentstorage.
To compensatefor speedfluctuationsandrandomatmosphericturbulence,the spectrum
analyzerwassetupto calculatethe linearaverageof 20 consecutivenoisespectra. In
addition, five consecutivemeasurementsof the averageBPF and OASPL levels were
recordedat eachmicrophonelocation.
3.5.2 Acoustic Setup
Figure 3.15 shows were the acoustic measurements were made in respect to the
inlets. The microphones were placed at twelve different angular positions along a
circular arc centered at the intersection of the vertical plane at the cowl lip and the inlet
center line at a radius of 48 in (122 cm). The radius was chosen to provide acoustic
measurements in the farfield (i.e. KL>>I) where K is the wave number (K=ca/c) and L is
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the distance from the noise source to the microphone ( L = 48 in). In the experimental
setup, K = 275/m at a fan speed of 50,000 RPM and K = 385/m at a fan speed of 70,000
RPM. The microphone locations were along the angular radius from 0 ° to 110 ° at 10 °
increments. The microphone was mounted on a stand 48 in (122 cm) above the floor of
the anechoic chamber with the diaphragm pointing directly towards the intersection of the
inlet centerline and the cowl lip vertical plane. The axisymmetric P inlet was measured
on two acoustic planes shown in Figure 3.16: one centered on a centerbody support strut
(0 °) and the other halfway between two struts (45°). The bifurcated two-dimensional
inlet was tested at three acoustic planes shown in Figure 3.17: horizontal plane (0°), mid
plane (45°), and vertical plane (90°). These planes had to be measured because the
radiation field around the inlets was three dimensional. Only the primary acoustic planes
are compared and presented in the body of this document. The primary acoustic plane for
the P inlet is the 0 ° plane and for the 2D inlet is the vertical plane (90°). A direct plane
comparison for each to the individual inlets is presented in Appendix D.
3.6 Test Matrix
The tests performed on the axisymmetric P inlet and the bifurcated 2D inlet were
conducted at two different flight conditions. This research focuses on aircraft approach
and takeoff conditions. The approach flight conditions require the simulator to run at
50,000 RPM (blade tip speed = 895ft/s) or 60% corrected fan speed (PNC) and the
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centerbody fully extended to meet the approach and takeoff conditions. The 2D inlet has
the auxiliary inlet doors closed and the centerbody fully collapsed to meet the approach
and takeoff conditions. The aeroacoustics of both inlets were tested at the two conditions
in order to get a direct comparison between them. The Mach number was then measured
at the center of the throat station for test speeds of 30,000 RPM up to 70,000 RPM by
5,000 RPM increments on both inlets. Each inlet was also tested by varying the speed of
the simulator, from 50,000 RPM up to 70,000 RPM by 2,000 RPM increments, while
keeping a microphone at the 20 ° microphone position and recording the blade passing
tone and overall sound pressure levels.
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4.0 Results and Discussion
This chapter is divided into aerodynamic and acoustic sections. The first section
investigates the overall aerodynamic performance of the bifurcated two-dimensional inlet
and the axisymmetric P inlet. The aerodynamics of the inlet play an important role in
influencing its acoustic performance. The acoustic results are presented in the second
section. This section focuses on the acoustic performance of the inlets by showing the
characteristics of the radiated noise.
4.1 Aerodynamic Results
the inlet's centerline axis.
circumferential position
The aerodynamic measurements were made at the cowl lip, throat, and fan face
stations. The cowl lip and throat measurements were made along an axis perpendicular to
Due to the symmetry of the inlets, radial traverses at only one
were needed. However at the fan face station, several
circumferential rakes had to be made over a specific sector because of the geometric
differences. The bifurcated two-dimensional inlet measurements were made over a 0 ° to
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90° sectorandtheaxisymmetricP inlet measurements were made over a 0 ° to 45 ° sector.
Using symmetry, these measurements were then mirrored over the complete fan face to
give a better illustration of the flow field.
4.1.1 Inlet Cowl Lip Separation
The sharp edge cowl lip on both inlets created a large region of separated flow
downstream of the lip when performing test under static conditions. Static test conditions
are associated with varying degrees of lip separation. However, in flight test conditions
can be met by using a bellmouth at the cowl lip. A bellmouth was coupled to each inlet
to reduce the lip separation region. The cowl lip separation was reduced significantly for
the static test conditions of this experiment. Appendix A illustrates how the bellmouth
changed the flow field in the P inlet and 2D inlet. The total pressure profiles from the
inlets cowl lip station, shown in Figure 4.1, provide a good indication that the separation
at the mouth of the inlets has almost been completely eliminated. The profiles for the 2D
inlet with the bellmouth show only a very minor separation region near the tip region of
the passage at 88% of the fan speed. The P inlet profiles with the bellmouth show no
separation near the cowl lip region. The results show that the separation was not evident
in either case and the inlets were performing as if they had forward velocity. The
bellmouths remained in use on both inlets throughout the testing procedures of the
experiment.
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4.1.2 Fan Operating Condition
The fan pressure ratio for the turbofan simulator engine depends heavily on the
average total pressure recovery at the exit of the fan. Aerodynamic measurements were
made at the fan exit in order to determine the fan pressure ratio. Table 4.1 presents the
fan pressure ratio for both inlets at approach and takeoff conditions. The fan pressure
ratio for the bifurcated two-dimensional inlet and axisymmetric P inlet were discovered to
be approximately the same for the test speeds. The same pressure ratio for both inlets
indicates that the fan loading was the same for both inlets. Since noise generation is a
function of fan loading, this condition is necessary in order to compare the inlets. The
ratio is used in conjunction with the fan exit area to determine the operating point of the
engine on the simulator performance map. Figure 4.2 shows that the fan pressure ratios
fell within the normal operating range for the Model 460 turbofan simulator ensuring that
the fan was performing like a typical engine.
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Table 4.1 Fan Pressure Ratio
Fan Speed 50,000 RPM (60 PNC) Fan Pressure Ratio
Bifurcated two-dimensional Inlet 1.18
Axisymmetric P Inlet
Fan Speed 70,000 RPM (88 PNC)
1.17
Fan Pressure Ratio
Bifurcated two-dimensional Inlet 1.35
Axisymmetric P Inlet 1.34
4.1.3 Throat Station
The throat region of a supersonic inlet has a considerable effect on the noise
propagation properties. The inlet flow field is important in determining how the noise
will propagate down the inlet to the front opening. High inlet throat Mach numbers
increase the amount of time it takes for the noise signal to travel upstream. During this
time period the spiraling pressure pattern dissipates signal energy. When the flow Mach
number exceeds 0.5, this noise attenuating characteristic becomes present and is referred
to as a soft choking effect. The soft choking effect will be further discussed later in
Section 4.2.1. Table 4.2 shows the area averaged throat Mach numbers for both inlets at
approach and takeoff conditions.
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InletType
Table 4.2 Average Throat Mach Numbers
Axisymmetric P Inlet
Throat Mach Number
50,000 RPM (60 PNC)
Throat Mach Number
70,000 RPM (88 PNC)
Bifurcated 2D Inlet 0.18 0.26
0.33 0.52
The throat Mach numbers for the bifurcated two-dimensional inlet and the
axisymmetric P inlet have a significant difference. At the approach speed (60 PNC), the
axisymmetric P inlet has a throat Mach number that is 1.8 times larger than the 2D inlet.
At the takeoff speed (88 PNC), the axisymmetric P inlet has a throat Mach number that is
2.0 times larger than the 2D inlet. The reason for the large difference in throat Mach
numbers is due to the difference in the throat areas of the two inlets (See Figures 3.10 and
3.11 in Section 3.2.3). The 2D inlet has a throat area of 13.42 in 2 and the P inlet has a
smaller throat area of 8.18 in 2. The 2D inlet's larger throat area will cause the acoustic
performance to suffer since the soft choking effect was not be evident.
The inlet throat Mach number versus the blade tip speed is presented for both
inlets in Figure 4.3. At the approach speed of 60 PNC (895 ft/s), the P inlet and the 2D
inlet are not exceeding a throat Mach number of 0.5. At the takeoff speed of 88 PNC
(1250 ft/s), the axisymmetric P inlet surpasses a Mach number of 0.5 and the soft
choking effect starts to become a factor in attenuating the noise propagating to the front
of the inlet. The contrast in throat velocities will give each inlet different acoustic
properties. The throat of the bifurcated two-dimensional inlet, with a Mach number only
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of 0.26, is not expected to show any significant sign of reducing the propagating fan noise
at the takeoff speed.
The Mach number distributions at the throat stations are illustrated in Figure 4.4
for both inlets at the test speeds of 60 PNC and 88 PNC. At takeoff conditions of 88
PNC, the noise propagation should be reduced for the P inlet since the core flow Mach
number at the throat reaches 0.53. The attenuated noise reduction will not happen for the
2D inlet because the highest Mach number at the throat station only reaches 0.28. The
axisymmetric P inlet shows lower flow velocities at the tip and hub regions whereas the
2D inlet has a more uniform flow field. The lower Mach number regions near the hub for
the P inlet are a consequence of the high core flow Mach number. The high Mach
numbers resulted in an increased boundary layer growth on the centerbody and the tip
region. The larger the boundary layer becomes the more loss that will occur at the throat
station. As the losses increase, the performance of the inlet will decrease making the inlet
less desirable.
The measurements of the total pressure recovery at the throat station of both inlet
configurations are shown in Figure 4.5. At the hub wall, the P inlet shows an increased
area of losses which is not present on the 2D inlet. The losses indicate the presence of a
measurable boundary layer. The growth of the boundary layer at the tip wall is evident on
both inlets. The P inlet shows a boundary layer at the hub wall because the throat
measuring station is located beyond the rear downward slope of the centerbody (See
Figure 3.13 in Section 3.4.2). This causes the boundary layer to grow greater than that of
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the 2D inlet. The 2D inlet profile shows no boundary layers because they are too small to
be measured at the throat station. These profiles show the flow to be behaving normally
without any extreme pressure losses or boundary layers
4.1.4 Inlet Flow Distortion
The design of aircraft engine inlets depends strongly on the inlet flow distortion.
Distorted flow at the fan face of an engine will decrease the stall margin and increase
noise generation. Supersonic inlets are very different from the conventional subsonic
inlets because they require the use of a centerbody that has to be supported in some way.
Typically, support struts have to be located directly upstream of the engine face in the
middle of the air flow. The axisymmetric P inlet has a total of four struts to support its
centerbody. The bifurcated two-dimensional inlet does not have support struts, but it is
important to note the splitter plate centerbody that creates comparable flow distortions.
The centerbody on the 2D inlet causes the fan face to see two regions of wake while the
centerbody on the P inlet creates four regions of wake. This section compares the Mach
number distributions at the fan face stations of the 2D inlet and the P inlet to evaluate the
differences in the inlet distortions.
First, it is important to show the types of flow distortions that affect the acoustic
performance of an aircraft engine. Noise generation is influenced by radial and
circumferential gradients of Mach number and pressure distortions at the fan face of an
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engine. Figure 4.6 illustratestwo hypotheticalexamplesof flow distortions. The first
contour plot depicts flow distortions with gradients in the radial direction only. In a
velocity field of this nature, each of the rotating fan blades in the engine will see a
constant axial velocity at a given radius. Therefore, at a given radius the fan blades are
uniformly loaded and the noise generation is minimal. The second contour plot shows
axial velocity gradients in the circumferential direction only. In this velocity distribution,
the fan blades will see periodic fluctuations as they rotate. The loading on the fan blade
depends on its angular position. As the blades pass through the slower flow, the pressure
in that region fluctuates. At a constant rotational fan speed, the periodic velocity change
can generate noise in the far field at multiples of the blade passing frequency. Thus, large
circumferential flow gradients in engine inlets can be expected to increase the noise
generation when compared to an inlet with only radial distortions.
The measured Mach number distributions at the fan face of the 2D inlet and the P
inlet at 60 PNC are shown in Figure 4.7. These contours represent the annular inlet
passage at the entrance of the fan. The axial Mach number contours show areas of low
velocities directly behind the trailing edge of the 2D inlet centerbody and the support
struts of the P inlet. These regions of slow flow create steep circumferential gradients of
velocity flow in the region of the fan. The contour plots illustrate how the Mach number
distribution at the fan face is effected by having four or two circumferential distortions.
The contours show low Mach numbers near the hub as well as at the tip wall on both
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inlets. The low Mach number on both inlets at the tip region is a result of boundary layer
growth as the flow travels down the inlet from the cowl lip.
Figure 4.8 shows the Mach number contours of the bifurcated two-dimensional
inlet and axisymmetric P inlet for a test speed of 88 PNC. These contours are very
similar to the ones at 60 PNC. The only significant difference in the plots is the
increasing regions of low velocities at the tip and hub wall passages. The core flow Mach
numbers have increased on both inlets when compared to 60 PNC test speed. The wakes
behind the struts seem to grow larger and deeper. The P inlet Mach number drops from
0.52 in the core flow to 0.16 directly behind the strut. The 2D inlet Mach number drops
from 0.40 in the core flow to 0.28 behind the trailing edge of the centerbody. The P inlet
has a sharper velocity gradient change as the fan blades pass through the slow flow
region.
It was necessary to measure the wake profiles behind the centerbody support struts
in order to determine if the shape of the profile had any effect on the noise generation.
Figure 4.9 gives an illustration of the measurement locations on both inlet. Figure 4.10
compares the wake profiles shed from the support struts of the P inlet and the centerbody
of the 2D inlet at 60 PNC and 88 PNC. Theses figures show the inlets have sharp
velocity changes as the measurement crosses the trailing edge of the strut. The P inlet has
a much steeper change as the profile crosses the trailing edge of the strut when compared
to the 2D inlet. The width of the wake profile seems to very similar for both inlets at the
different speeds. The biggest difference is the depth of the wake. For the test condition
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Figure 4.8 Mach Number Distribution at the Fan Face, 88 PNC
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of 60 PNC, the P inlet drops from a Mach number of 0.3 at the last measurement position
before getting directly behind the strut to 0.08 directly behind the strut and the 2D inlet
from 0.25 to 0.18. For the test condition of 88 PNC, the P inlet drops from a Mach
number of 0.47 at the last measurement position before getting directly behind the strut to
0.17 directly behind the strut and the 2D inlet from 0.4 to 0.28. It is also important to
notice how the profile for the P inlet curves from the tip walls all the way down to the
slow flow behind the strut. The wake in the 2D inlet instead has an indention right before
the profile gets behind the strut. This may be attributed to the boundary layer on the
centerbody and its interference with the centerbody nose cone. The same effect can be
see in Figures 4.7 and 4.8 for the 2D inlet around the nose cone and splitter plate
intersection. Even though the P inlet wake was deeper than the 2D inlet wake, the
radiated noise levels discussed in Section 4.2.2 were not increased at 60 PNC. The
reasons for this are not yet fully understood and more research should focus on measuring
how the wake profile shape effects the noise generation of the fan.
4.1.5 Inlet Pressure Recovery
The aerodynamic performance of the two inlets can be quantified by obtaining the
total pressure recovery of each inlet at the fan face of the simulator. Figure 4.11 shows
the pressure recovery contours at the fan face for the 2D inlet and the P inlet at 60 PNC.
The P inlet shows an almost unnoticeable boundary layer in the core flow region or at the
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Figure 4.11 Total Pressure Recovery Distribution at the Fan Face, 60 PNC
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45 ° circumferential position. The core flow is very uniform until it encounters the struts.
The four centerbody support struts create a low pressure recovery region directly behind
each of them. This low pressure recovery is caused by the large wakes the struts create in
the flow approaching the simulator. Boundary layer buildup is evident at the tip wall
near the struts because of a vortex/boundary layer interaction in the comer flow region.
The reason the hub wall region does not show any signs of large boundary layers is not
yet known. The 2D inlet contour shows small boundary layer growth along the tip and
hub walls. This separation region is larger than the boundary layer on the P inlet. The
boundary layer on the cowl wall of the 2D inlet is a result of the transition section from a
rectangle at the front of the inlet to a circular shape at the fan face. Boundary layer fluid
can also be seen accumulating at the hub of the trailing edge of the centerbody indicating
the interaction with the nose cone. As the boundary layer grows on the centerbody it
encounters the nose cone right before the fan face and is pushed out into the core flow.
This increases the losses seen around the trailing edge of the centerbody at the hub wall.
The 2D inlet only has two low pressure region because of the centerbody having a splitter
plate trailing edge. These wakes cause a low pressure region, however they are not as
severe as the wakes shed from the support struts in the P inlet.
Figure 4.12 illustrates the total pressure recovery contours of the two inlets at 88
PNC. The P inlet contour is very similar to the contour at 60 PNC except for the loses
behind the struts. The velocity has increased, and as a result the wakes have deepened
and the loses have increased. The boundary layer region in the core flow areas has
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Figure 4.12 Total Pressure Recovery Distribution at the Fan Face, 88 PNC
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increased slightly. The 2D inlet contour is very similar to the contour at 60 PNC as well.
The boundary layer regions have increased slightly and the loses behind the trailing edge
of the centerbody have also increased.
Table 4.3 presents the area averaged pressure recovery of the 2D inlet and the P
inlet at both test speeds. Since the wake depth and the boundary layer thickness both
increase with flow velocity it is expected that the pressure recovery at 88 PNC will be
lower than that of 60 PNC. The average pressure recovery at the fan face is very similar
for the two inlets at the approach and takeoff flight conditions. The P inlet has more
losses behind the struts, however the 2D inlet has a larger tip and hub boundary layer
giving each inlet a comparable pressure recovery. The average total pressure recovery is
calculated by averaging the pressure recovery over the seven radial positions over the
entire circumferential span. The individual radial measurements are then averaged
together weighted on the area of the radial region. These results demonstrate the
aerodynamic performance of both inlets and that neither inlet has a distinct advantage
over the other.
Table 4.3 Fan Face Area Averaged Total Pressure Recovery
Inlet Type Pressure Recovery
50,000 RPM (60 PNC)
Axisymmetric P Inlet
Pressure Recovery
70,000 RPM (88 PNC)
Bifurcated 2D Inlet 0.992 0.981
0.9790.991
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A circumferentialdistortion intensity parameterwasdevelopedthe quantify the
gradientdifferencesof the flow losesin the circumferentialdirection. This parameteris
defined in the AerospaceRecommendedPractice (ARP 1420) by the Society of
Automotive Engineers. The ARP provides guidelines by which gas turbine engine
aerodynamic stability and performance, as affected by the quality of the airflow delivered
to the engine, can be evaluated consistently. This specific parameter permits the
representation and evaluation of the total pressure effects on the system stability and
performance. The distortion intensity is described as the magnitude of the pressure defect
for each radial ring of measurements spanning the entire 360 ° annulus. The distortion
intensity was determined over the radial positions and then area averaged to determine
the overall circumferential distortion for the entire fan face. A detailed description and
computer code explaining how the parameter was calculate for each inlet is contained in
Appendix C. Table 4.4 list the distortion intensities for both inlets at 60 PNC and 88
PNC. The 2D inlet and the P inlet show the pressure distortion increasing as the flow
velocity increased. The increase is a result of the wakes becoming deeper and the
boundary layer growth increasing.
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Table 4.4 Total Pressure Circumferential Distortion Intensities
Inlet Type Distortion
50,000 RPM (60 PNC)
Axisymmetric P Inlet
Distortion
70,000 RPM (88 PNC)
Bifurcated 2D Inlet 0.009 0.020
0.022 0.050
4.2 Acoustic Results
Three sections will be used to present the acoustic performance of the 2D inlet
and P inlet. The first section explains the soft choking effect that influenced the noise
levels of the P inlet. The second section shows the radiated noise patterns of the tone and
overall sound pressure levels. The tone sound pressure level may also be referred to as
the blade passing tone (BPT). These measurements are used to map out the acoustic
performance of the forward propagating fan noise coming from the inlet. The acoustic
measurements are presented in a directivity plot format containing all 12 circumferential
locations from 0 ° to 110 ° at 10 ° increments at a radius of 48 in (122 cm). The center of
the radius of measurement was the center of each inlet's capture area. The acoustic
results presented here are the radiated noise levels from the two inlets at a single
measurement plane. The primary acoustic planes are used for this comparison; however,
all the planes for an individual inlet are shown to have the same trends (See Appendix D).
A comparison between the radiated fan noise patterns of the 2D inlet and P inlet will
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showwhich inlet hasthe bestacousticperformance. The third section uses the sample
narrowband spectra to explain the characteristics of the radiated noise from the inlets.
4.2.1 Soft Choking Effect
The tone and overall sound pressure levels were measured versus the blade tip
speeds at the 20 ° microphone location to illustrate what happens to the radiated noise
levels as the fan speed is increased for both inlets. Figure 4.13 presents the throat Mach
numbers and tone sound pressure level for the 2D inlet and P inlet at the 20 ° microphone
position as a function of the blade tip speed of the fan. At 50,000 RPM (895 ft/s), the
BPT for the P inlet is louder by 1 dB. At 54,000 RPM (966 ft/s), the BPT for the 2D inlet
dropped to its lowest value. The reason for this is possibly due to the shifting of the
acoustic lobes being radiated from the inlet. As the speed of the simulator increases, the
radiated lobes will move according to Homicz and Lordi (1974). The lobes will shift
toward the centerline of the inlet and the measurement location could possibly fall in
between two primary lobes. The lobe radiation patterns will be discussed in Section
4.2.4. As the speed approached 70,000 RPM (1250 ft/s), the P inlet noise level dropped
significantly as soft choking began to occur. The soft choking effect was influenced by
the throat Mach number associated with the particular inlet. The throat Mach number
graph shows the large difference in the Mach numbers between the two inlets as the speed
increases. The BPT was 16 dB higher than the 2D inlet at the takeoff speed indicating a
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better acoustic performance for the P inlet. Figure 4.14 presents the throat Mach numbers
and overall sound pressure level for the 2D inlet and P inlet at the 20 ° microphone
position as a function of the blade tip speed of the fan. The OASPL is a measurement of
the contribution of the broadband noise and all tones over the frequency domain (0-
25600Hz). As the fan speed increased, the same effect was seen as in the BPT graph. At
approach conditions the difference was less than 2 dB, and at takeoff conditions the
difference was approximately 6 dB, illustrating that the P inlet noise level dropped due to
a soft choking effect at the throat.
4.2.2 Radiated Noise Levels
The directivity plots for the approach flight conditions are shown in Figure 4.15
comparing the radiated noise levels for both of the inlets. Each tone and overall sound
pressure level value represent the average of five consecutive readings from the frequency
spectra recorded with the B&K signal analyzer.
influences of atmospheric disturbances and
The averaging helps to eliminate the
the fluctuating fan speeds on the
measurements. The fan speed fluctuated a maximum of 2% of the test speed for both
inlets at 60 PNC and 88 PNC for this research. The error in the acoustic measurements
was +1.5 dB for the P inlet and +_2.5 dB for the 2D inlet at both test speeds. The tone
sound pressure level plot illustrates both inlets having relatively the same noise levels in
the 0 ° to 70 ° sector and varying between 0 and 3 dB. A maximum difference of 13 dB is
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seen in the rear sector at the 90 ° microphone location. The average tone sound pressure
level for the entire 0 ° to 110 ° sector was calculated and the two inlets differ by less than 1
dB. The sound pressure level is defined by:
/A 2dB
SPL = 101og_0 \ P,_/ )
where p is the rms pressure fluctuation and Pref is the reference rms pressure fluctuation
equal to 20_Pa. The following average SPL equation was derived from the previous
definition of SPL.
SPL,,,_ = 101ogl0 n 10 v io J
where n is the number of measurement locations (n=12) and SPL i is the measurement at
each microphone location from 0 ° to 110 ° (i=1... 12). The overall sound pressure level
plot shows both inlets are producing similar noise levels throughout the entire
measurement section varying between 0 and 6 dB with maximum difference at the 90 °
microphone location. The average overall sound pressure level for the entire 0 ° to 110 °
sector differed by less than 1 dB and show the same conclusions as the tone sound
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pressure level. For the approach conditions of 60 PNC, neither inlet has a distinct
advantage over the other for the acoustic performance.
The sideline radiated noise levels are regulated by the FAA aircraft noise
regulations. Figure 4.16 estimates the blade passing frequency tone sideline radiation of
the 2D inlet and P inlet for 60 PNC at a distance of 48 in (122 cm) from the inlet's
centerline. The results are interpolated from the far field measurements of the BPT data
of Figure 4.15 for the 10° to I 10 ° measurement locations. The guidelines for the sideline
calculations are presented by Dunn and Peart. The sideline sound pressure level was
calculated from the equations shown below.
csc(0)
(x) = SPL,,(O)- 2OIog{ }
x = SD cot(0)
SPLsideline:
SPLa:
SD:
R:
O.
x:
Sound Pressure Level at the sideline parallel to the inlets axis at a
distance x from the center of the arc for acoustic measurement
Sound Pressure Level at the 0 angular microphone location
Distance to sideline, SD=48in (122cm)
Radius of arc for acoustic measurement, R=48in (122cm)
Angular measurement location, 0 = 0°... 110 °
Distance along the sideline from the center of the arc used for the
acoustic measurement
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Since the sideline distance and the radius of the arc for the measurements are equal in the
test setup, the above equation is reduced to:
SPL,,a,,,,,, _(x)= SPL,, (O)- 20log {csc(e)}
The graph shows the same trends as the BPT directivity plot for the approach condition
giving each inlet approximately the same sideline noise levels.
Figure 4.17 shows the graphs of the radiated noise levels from both inlets at the
takeoff condition of 88 PNC. The directivity plot for the tone sound pressure level shows
the 2D inlet having higher noise levels in the 0 ° to 70 ° sector than the P inlet. A
maximum difference of 16 dB is seen at the 20 ° microphone location. In the rear sector,
the two inlets have only small differences. The average tone sound pressure level for the
entire 0 ° to 1 l0 ° sector differ by 9 dB. The overall sound pressure level directivity plot
illustrates the same results as the tone sound pressure level directivity plot. The forward
sector, from 0 ° to 60 °, shows the 2D inlet with a louder sound pressure level with a
maximum of 6 dB occurring at the 20 ° microphone location. The average overall sound
pressure level for the entire 0 ° to 110 ° sector differs by 3 dB and show the same
conclusions as the tone sound pressure level when comparing the two inlets. For the
takeoff conditions of 88 PNC, the P inlet has a distinct acoustic performance advantage
over the 2D inlet because the soft choking effect becomes evident due to the throat Mach
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number exceeding 0.5. Figure 4.18 estimates the sideline radiation of the blade passing
frequency tone at 88 PNC showing the same results as the directivity plot.
4.2.3 Narrowband Noise Spectra
The narrowband spectra are useful in analyzing the characteristics of the forward
radiated noise from the supersonic inlets. The spectra presented in this section are a
linear average of twenty samples over a frequency range of 0 to 25.6 kHz at resolution of
32 Hz. The tone and overall sound pressure levels were recorded from each of these
individual spectrums and were presented in the previous section.
Figures 4.19 and 4.20 illustrate a sample spectrum for the 2D inlet and P inlet at a
test speed of 60 PNC (approach conditions) at a microphone location of 0 ° and 20 °
respectively. These spectra are typical of a fan with subsonic blade tip speeds. For the
approach flight conditions, the turbofan simulator was running at 50,000 RPM (60 PNC)
with a blade tip speed of 895 ft/s (Mach 0.8). The blade passing frequency was at 15 kHz
at this test condition. Both figures show the blade passing frequency tone as the
dominate noise source. The rest of the spectrum contains broadband noise. Comparing
the difference in inlet spectra can point to large or small differences in the overall sound
pressure levels. For this case, the OASPL measured for the two inlets differed by only 1
dB. The spectra comparison reflect these result because there are not any large
differences in the spectra for either inlet at each microphone location.
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Figures 4.21 and 4.22 show sample spectra for the 2D inlet and P inlet at a test
speed of 88 PNC (takeoff conditions) at microphone locations of 0 ° and 20 ° respectively.
These spectra are typical of a fan with supersonic blade tip speeds. For the takeoff flight
conditions, the turbofan simulator was running at 70,000 RPM (88 PNC) with a blade tip
speed of 1295 ft/s (Mach 1.1). The blade passing frequency is at 21 kHz at this test
condition. Both figures show the blade passing frequency tone as the dominate noise
source. The onset of the combination tones can be seen at integer multiples of the fan
rotational frequency (833 Hz). For this case, the OASPL measured for the 2D inlet was
louder by 3 dB and 6 dB for 0 ° and 20 ° microphone location, respectively. The spectra
analyses reflects these results because there are large differences in the magnitude of the
combination tones and the blade passing frequency tone for the 2D inlet when compared
to the P inlet. The soft choking effect, caused by the throat Mach number in the P inlet
exceeding 0.5, significantly reduces the BPT and OASPL and is evident in these two sets
of sample spectra. The broadband noise seems to be relatively at the same level for the
two inlets. These sample spectra reflect the directivity plot comparison and indicate that
the P inlet has an acoustic advantage at the takeoff flight condition.
4.2.4 Modal Analysis
The theory for generation and propagation of modes has been discussed in
Chapter Two. It was determined that the modes due to the strut-fan and stator-fan
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interaction will be generated at 50,000 RPM (60 PNC) and 70,000 RPM (88 PNC). At
the same time it is not necessary for all modes that are generated to propagate and radiate
in the far field. In this study the fan has 18 blades and 26 stators. The P inlet has four
support struts and the 2D inlet has no struts. The mode cut-off ratio (g') as defined by
Tyler and Sofrin decides whether a particular mode will propagate or decay.
The mode that propagates in the duct of the inlet will radiate in the far field and
can be identified in the far field radiation pattern as lobe shaped amplitude variations.
Homzic and Lordi have developed a simplified analytical method which can approximate
the angular location of the primary lobe for a particular mode. This analytical method
was developed for unflanged cylindrical ducts and hub-tip ratios of less than 0.5. This
method was used to determine if the drop in the tone sound pressure level of the 2D inlet
at the 20 ° microphone position was possibly due to the shifting lobe patterns propagating
form the inlet. Table 4.5 shows the radiation angles for the 2D inlet at 50,000 RPM (895
ft/s) and 54,000 RPM (966 ft/s). These two speeds were investigated because the graph
of the BPT vs. blade tip speed (Figure 4.13) showed a substantial drop in the sound
pressure level from 50,000 RPM to 54,000 RPM. The angle of radiation indicates where
the peak of the lobe would fall in relation to the inlet's centerline axis (0°). An example
of a typical lobe radiation pattern is shown in Figure 4.23. It is important to note the lobe
shapes in this illustration. In between each radiated lobe there is a region of low
amplitude. If the 20 ° microphone measurement location fell in the low amplitude region
at 54,000 RPM (966 ft/s), then the low BPT reading can be explained. Table 4.5 shows
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that as the speed increased, the angle of radiation shifted towards the centerline of the
inlet. The m=2, g=0 mode radiates at 10.6 ° and m=2,/_,=1 modes radiates at 24.5 ° at
54,000 RPM. It is possible that the 20 ° microphone location was in the low amplitude
region between the (2,0) and (2,1) lobes at 54,000 RPM. This is an estimate of the lobe
patterns because directivity plots were only take at the approach and takeoff conditions
and not at 54,000 RPM.
Simulator Speed
50,000 RPM
(895 ft/s)
54,000 RPM
(966 ft/s)
Table 4.5 2D Inlet Modal Analysis
Circumferential
Order (m)
Radial Order
6u)
0
1
0
1
Mode Cut-off
Ratio (strut-fan)
5.03
2.23
5.44
2.41
Radiation
Angle
11.5 °
26.6 °
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5.0 Conclusions
The main objective of this research was to evaluate the aeroacoustic performance
of two different small-scale supersonic inlets under simulated aircraft approach and
takeoff flight conditions. A 1/14 model of NASA's axisymmetric supersonic P inlet and
bifurcated two-dimensional supersonic inlet were tested experimentally with a 4.1 in
(10.4 cm) diameter turbofan engine simulator. The results show neither inlet having a
distinct aeroacoustic advantage of the other at the approach flight condition of 60 PNC
(50,000 RPM). The results, at the takeoff flight condition of 88 PNC (70,000 RPM),
show the P inlet having an acoustic advantage over the 2D inlet due to the soft choking
effect at the throat.
The axisymmetric P inlet has a smaller throughflow area and a streamlined
centerbody supported by four struts. The noise radiated from the inlet is significantly
reduced because the throat Mach number exceeds 0.5. The 2D inlet has a disadvantage
because the throat Mach number only reaches 0.26 at takeoff conditions, and does not
benefit from the soft choking effect. The total pressure recovery for both inlets at
approach conditions remains very high, indicating that each inlet would perform very
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well. At the takeoff condition, the inlets see a reduction in the pressure recovery from
99% to 98%, but this does not give either inlet an aerodynamic advantage. Acoustically,
the P inlet and 2D inlet differ by less than 1 dB for the tone and overall sound pressure
levels at the approach condition. At the takeoff condition, the P inlet has lower tone and
overall sound pressure levels by 9 dB and 3 dB, respectively. The average BPT reduction
is a direct result of the throat Mach number of the P inlet being 2.0 times greater than that
of the 2D inlet.
The results of this investigation illustrates how the geometry of the inlet can have
an important effect on the noise propagation properties of the inlet. The smaller the
throat area the higher the throat Mach number becomes and the less noise that will
propagate to the far field. However, reducing the throat area limits the operating
conditions of the supersonic inlet. The P inlet has the best aeroacoustic performance at
takeoff fight condition, however at the approach flight condition either inlet will suit the
needs of the supersonic aircraft.
From the results in this paper, it is apparent that design advantages of a supersonic
inlet can be realized through the use of small-scale test programs. More importantly,
small-scale test programs provide a setting for low cost experiments to develop a better
understanding of the complex relationships between supersonic inlet aerodynamic and
aircraft engine acoustics. Future aeroacoustic research should be directed toward
understanding how the fan face distortion effects the generation of noise from the inlet. It
is not clear from this research how the different wake profiles shed by the centerbody
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support struts of the axisymmetric P inlet and the centerbody splitter plate of the
bifurcated 2D inlet change the radiated noise levels. The wake characteristics could be
changed in order to see the effects on the generated noise levels. Another area that should
be investigated more thoroughly is the soft choking effect. Acoustic measurements for
different throat areas could lead to a better understanding of the influence of the throat
Mach number on the attenuation of noise from the supersonic inlets.
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Appendix A: Bellmouth Test
Wagner and Ng observed that the axisymmetric P inlet and the bifurcated two-
dimensional inlet had large separation regions originating at the cowl lip. An effort was
made to reduce the cowl lip separation on both inlets by installing a bellmouth. A
bellmouth is used under static testing conditions to simulate forward movement of the
engine inlet. This allows the supersonic test inlets to perform as if they were moving
forward, such as in approach and takeoff flight conditions.
Figure A. 1 shows total pressure recovery profiles for the P inlet and the 2D inlet.
The P inlet without the bellmouth has a large losses at the tip region of the cowl lip
station. When the P inlet was equipped with a bellmouth, the losses at the tip were
reduced to unmeasureable values. The 2D inlet was compared at the throat station
because the sharp lip 2D inlet design prevented measurements at the cowl lip. The profile
adequately shows the large separation at the tip region was significantly reduced. This
comparison illustrates that the bellmouth will reduce cowl lip separation when testing
under static conditions.
Table A.1 presents the total pressure recovery averages at the fan face of the
simulator for the two different inlets with and without the bellmouth. This shows the
losses at the fan face were reduce for both inlets by using the bellmouth.
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Table A.1 Fan Face Area Averaged Total Pressure Recovery With and Without
Bellmouth
Inlet Type
70,000 RPM (88 PNC)
Pressure Recovery
without Bellmouth
Axisymmetric P Inlet
Pressure Recovery
with Bellmouth
Bifurcated 2D Inlet 0.961 0.981
0.894 0.979
There was an interest in seeing how the cowl lip separation affected the noise
radiated from the inlets. Acoustic measurements were made at the takeoff condition of
70,00 RPM (88 PNC) and are presented in Figure A.2 and A.3. The tone sound pressure
level increased when the bellmouth was used with the P inlet. This was a result of
cleaning up the flow at the fan face of the simulator. The overall sound pressure level
dropped slightly because the strong distortions at the fan face have been removed. By
examining the spectrum at the 20 ° microphone position, the results seen on the directivity
plots can be explained. The spectrum recorded without the bellmouth shows only
broadband noise radiating from the inlet. However, the spectrum recorded with the
bellmouth illustrates the on set of the multiple pure tones radiating from the fan blades
and a drop in the broadband noise. The blade passing frequency tone also becomes very
evident. This spectrum is representative of an engine operating at in flight conditions. It
shows how cleaning up the inlet flow field can effect the acoustic signature of the
simulator engine.
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Appendix B: Fan Exit Area Test
The fan exit area is crucial to the fan operating condition of the Model 460
turbofan simulator engine used in this research. It was determined before this experiment
that the fan exit area was too large, therefore the engine was not performing within the
normal operating curves. The original fan exit area was 7.05 in 2. The fan exit area was
then reduced to 5.47 in 2 in an attempt to force the simulator to operate normally. The
original fan exit area is termed old fan exit area and the reduced fan exit area is termed
new fan exit area in Appendix B. Tables B. 1 and B.2 show how the fan exit area change
increased the fan pressure ratio of the turbofan simulator for both inlets. Figure 4.2 in
Section 4.1.2 shows the turbofan simulator performance map.
Table B.1 Fan Pressure Ratios for the Bifurcated Two-Dimensional Inlet,
Old and New Fan Exit Area
Fan Speed 50,000 RPM (60 PNC) Fan Pressure Ratio
Old Fan Exit Area 1.14
New Fan Exit Area 1. ! 8
Fan Speed 70,000 RPM (88 PNC) Fan Pressure Ratio
Old Fan Exit Area 1.26
New Fan Exit Area 1.35
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Table B.2 Fan Pressure Ratios for the Axisymmetric P Inlet,
Old and New Fan Exit Area
Fan Speed 50,000 RPM (60 PNC) Fan Pressure Ratio
Old Fan Exit Area 1. I 0
New Fan Exit Area
Fan Speed 70,000 RPM (88 PNC)
1.17
Fan Pressure Ratio
Old Fan Exit Area 1.21
New Fan Exit Area 1.34
Figure B. 1 illustrates the Mach number and total pressure recovery profiles at the
45 ° circumferential fan face station for the new and old fan exit areas at 88 PNC for the P
inlet. The profiles show the Mach number slowing and the pressure recovery increasing.
This is evident because the flow at the exit of the fan is being restricted due to the smaller
fan exit area. The tone sound pressure level directivity plot in Figure B.2 does not show
any large changes in the radiated noise. However, the overall plot has approximately a 5
to 8 dB difference throughout the measurements. The reason for this can be seen in the
spectrum at the 20 ° microphone position (Figure B.3). The entire spectrum has been
pushed up as a result of the fan loading being increased. This change in fan performance
will not have any bearing on the acoustic outcome of the inlet comparison because each
inlet was test with the new fan exit area.
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Appendix C: Circumferential Distortion Method
The gas turbine engine inlet flow distortion guidelines are presented in ARP 1420.
Distortion-descriptor elements are used to describe the distortion at the fan face of an
engine. In this thesis, the circumferential distortion intensity (CDI) was calculated for the
axisymmetric P inlet and the bifurcated two-dimensional inlet. The CDI is described as
the magnitude of the pressure defect for each ring of measurements around the fan face.
For this experiment there were seven radial measurement positions, therefore seven
different CDI's had to be calculated and then area averaged in order to get the CDI for the
entire fan face. The CDI is defined below:
Intensity = =
I
(eAr),-(I'AVLOrV),
(PAY)
where:
360
(pAy),-1 f.P(O),aO
360 o
P(O), is a function resulting from a linear fit between the data points
(PAVLOW),=_ fe(e),ae
_o,'-
P(O): Total pressure at any angle 0 for a given ring at constant radius
PA V: Ring average pressure
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PAVLOW:
0-:
i:
Average total pressure of low total-pressure region for a ring
Extent of the low-pressure region
Ring number (seven radial measurement rings at the fan face)
The above equations where used in a FORTRAN Computer Program to calculate the
average circumferential distortion intensity at the fan face. The program code is listed on
the following pages of Appendix C. At this point, it is still unclear as to how the
circumferential distortion effects the generation of noise from the fan. Further studies
need to be conducted in this area.
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C* CIRCUMFERENTIAL DISTORTION INTENSITY PROGRAM *
C* MAIN PROGRAM *
DIMENSION M(50,50),P(50,50) ,E(50)
REAL M, P,CDI, E
CHARACTER TYPE, INLET*5, RPM*I0, DATA*50, OUT*50, CASE, FLAG
************************************************************************
5 WRITE (*,i0) 'CIRCUMFERENTIAL DISTORTION PROGRAM'
WRITE (*,*) 'TEST CASE OR REAL CASE (T,R)?'
READ (*,20) CASE
IF (CASE.EQ. 'R' )THEN
WRITE (*,* 'USING MACH OR PRES (M,P)?'
(*, 20 TYPE
(*,* 'ENTER INLET TYPE (P,2D):'
(*,20 INLET
(*,* 'ENTER SPEED (50K,70K) : '
(*,20 RPM
READ
WRITE
READ
WRITE
READ
ENDIF
FORMAT
FORMAT
FORMAT
FORMAT
FORMAT
i0 (IX,A/)
Ii (IX,A)
20 (A)
30 (IX,A)
35 (iX, 2A)
40 FORMAT (/IX,A, F12.8)
************************************************************************
C* TEST CASE *
************************************************************************
IF (CASE.EQ. 'T')THEN
WRITE (*,*) 'ENTER DATA FILE NAME:'
READ (*,20) DATA
WRITE (*,*) 'ENTER OUTPUT FILE NAME:'
READ (*,20) OUT
OPEN (UNIT = l, FILE = DATA)
OPEN (UNIT = 2, FILE = OUT)
WRITE (2 i0) 'TEST CASE'
WRITE (* I0) 'TEST CASE'
WRITE (2 35) 'DATAFILE= ',DATA
WRITE (* 35) 'DATAFILE= ',DATA
WRITE (2 35) 'OUTPUT FILE= ',OUT
WRITE (* 35) 'OUTPUT FILE= ',OUT
CALL TEST (CDI, DATA, OUT)
WRITE (*,40) 'CDI =',CDI
TYPE = 'X'
INLET = 'X'
RPM = 'X'
ENDIF
************************************************************************
C* MACH NUMBER - P INLET - 50,000 RPM - 70,000 RPM *
************************************************************************
IF ((TYPE.EQ. 'M') .AND. (INLET.EQ. 'P') .AND. (RPM.EQ. '50K'))THEN
OPEN (UNIT = 1, FILE = 'C:\KMILLER\CDI\DATA\P50KM.TXT')
OPEN (UNIT = 2, FILE = 'C:\KMILLER\CDI\DATAkP50KM.CDI')
DATA = 'C:\KMILLER\CDI\DATA\P50KM.TXT'
OUT = 'C:\KMILLER\CDI\DATA\P50KM.CDI'
WRITE (2 I0) 'P INLET - MACH NUMBER - 50,000 RPM - DISTORTION'
WRITE (* i0) 'P INLET - MACH NUMBER - 50,000 RPM - DISTORTION'
WRITE (2 30) 'DATAFILE = PSOKM.TXT'
WRITE (* 30) 'DATAFILE = P50KM.TXT'
WRITE (2 30) 'OUTPUT FILE = P50KM.CDI'
WRITE (* 30) 'OUTPUT FILE = P50KM.CDI'
CALL PINLET (CDI , DATA, OUT)
WRITE (*,40) 'CDI =',CDI
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ENDIF
************************************************************************
IF ((TYPE.EQ.'M') .AND. (INLET.EQ.'P') .AND. (RPM.EQ.'70K'))THEN
OPEN (UNIT = i, FILE = 'C:\KMILLER\CDI\DATA\P70KM.TXT')
OPEN (UNIT = 2, FILE = 'C:\KMILLER\CDI\DATAkP7OKM.CDI')
DATA = 'C:\KMILLERkCDI\DATA\P70KM.TXT'
OUT = 'C:\KMILLERkCDI\DATA\PTOKM.CDI'
WRITE (2,10) 'P INLET - MACH NUMBER - 70,000 RPM - DISTORTION'
WRITE (*,I0) 'P INLET - MACH _BER - 70,000 RPM - DISTORTION'
WRITE (2,30) 'DATAFILE = P70KM.TXT'
WRITE (*,30) 'DATAFILE = P70KM.TXT'
WRITE (2,30) 'OUTPUT FILE = P70KM.CDI'
WRITE (*,30) 'OUTPUT FILE = PTOKM.CDI'
CALL PINLET (CDI, DATA, OUT)
WRITE (*,40) 'CDI =',CDI
ENDIF
************************************************************************
C* MACH NUMBER - 2D INLET - 50,000 RPM - 70,000 RPM *
************************************************************************
IF ((TYPE.EQ.'M') .AND.(INLET.EQ.'2D').AND. (RPM.EQ.'50K'))THEN
OPEN (UNIT = i, FILE = 'C:\KMILLERkCDIiDATAk2D50KM.TXT')
OPEN (UNIT = 2, FILE = 'C:\KMILLERkCDIiDATA\2D50KM.CDI')
DATA = 'C:\KMILLER\CDI\DATA\2D50KM.TXT'
OUT = 'C:\KMILLER\CDI\DATAk2D50KM.CDI'
WRITE (2,11) '2D INLET - MACH NUMBER - 50,000 RPM - DISTORTION'
WRITE (*,10) '2D INLET - MACH NUMBER - 50,000 RPM - DISTORTION'
WRITE (2,30) 'DATAFILE = 2D50KM.TXT'
WRITE (*,30) 'DATAFILE = 2D50KM.TXT'
WRITE (2,30) 'OUTPUT FILE = 2D50KM.CDI'
WRITE (*,30) 'OUTPUT FILE = 2D50KM.CDI'
CALL BINLET(CDI,DATA, OUT)
WRITE (*,40) 'CDI =',CDI
ENDIF
************************************************************************
IF ((TYPE.EQ.'M').AND.(INLET.EQ.'2D') .AND.(RPM.EQ.'70K'))THEN
OPEN {UNIT = I, FILE = 'C:\KMILLERiCDI\DATA\2D70KM.TXT')
OPEN (UNIT = 2, FILE = 'C:\KMILLERkCDI\DATA\2D70KM.CDI')
DATA = 'C:\KMILLER\CDI\DATAi2D70KM.TXT'
OUT = 'C:\KMILLERkCDIkDATA\2D70KM.CDI'
WRITE (2,11) '2D INLET - MACH NUMBER - 70,000 RPM - DISTORTION'
WRITE (*,10) '2D INLET - MACH NUMBER - 70,000 RPM - DISTORTION'
WRITE (2,30) 'DATAFILE = 2DTOKM.TXT'
WRITE (*,30) 'DATAFILE = 2D70KM.TXT'
WRITE (2,30) 'OUTPUT FILE = 2D70KM.CDI'
WRITE (*,30) 'OUTPUT FILE = 2D70KM.CDI'
CALL BINLET(CDI,DATA, OUT)
WRITE (*,40) 'CDI =',CDI
ENDIF
************************************************************************
C* PRESSURE - P INLET - 50,000 RPM - 70,000 RPM *
************************************************************************
IF ((TYPE.EQ.'P') .AND.(INLET.EQ.'P').AND.(RPM.EQ.'50K'))THEN
OPEN (UNIT = I, FILE = 'C:\KMILLERkCDIiDATAkP50KP.TXT')
OPEN (UNIT = 2, FILE = 'C:\KMILLER\CDI\DATA\P50KP.CDI')
DATA = 'C:\KMILLER\CDI\DATA\P50KP.TXT'
OUT = 'C:\KMILLER\CDI\DATA\PSOKP.CDI'
WRITE (2,10) 'P INLET - PRESSURE - 50,000 RPM - DISTORTION'
WRITE (*,10) 'P INLET - PRESSURE - 50,000 RPM - DISTORTION'
WRITE (2,30) 'DATAFILE = P50KP.TXT'
WRITE (*,30) 'DATAFILE = P50KP.TXT'
WRITE (2,30) 'OUTPUT FILE = P50KP.CDI'
WRITE (*,30) 'OUTPUT FILE = P50KP.CDI'
CALL PINLET(CDI,DATA, OUT)
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WRITE (*,40) 'CDI =',CDI
ENDIF
************************************************************************
IF ((TYPE.EQ.'P').AND.(INLET.EQ.'P').AND.(RPM.EQ.'70K'))THEN
OPEN (UNIT = I, FILE = 'C:\KMILLER\CDI\DATA\P70KP.TXT')
OPEN (UNIT = 2, FILE = 'C:\KMILLER\CDI\DATA\P70KP.CDI')
DATA = 'C:\KMILLER\CDI\DATA\P70KP.TXT'
OUT = 'C:\KMILLER\CDI\DATA\P70KP.CDI'
WRITE (2,10) 'P INLET - PRESSURE - 70,000 RPM - DISTORTION'
WRITE (*,i0) 'P INLET - PRESSURE - 70,000 RPM - DISTORTION'
WRITE (2,30) 'DATAFILE = PTOKP.TXT'
WRITE (*,30) 'DATAFILE = P70KP.TXT'
WRITE (2,30) 'OUTPUT FILE = P70KP.CDI'
WRITE (*,30) 'OUTPUT FILE = PTOKP.CDI'
CALL PINLET(CDI,DATA, OUT)
WRITE (*,40) 'CDI =',CDI
ENDIF
************************************************************************
C* PRESSURE - 2D INLET - 50,000 RPM - 70,000 RPM *
************************************************************************
IF ((TYPE.EQ.'P').AND.(INLET.EQ.'2D') .AND.(RPM.EQ.'50K'))THEN
OPEN (UNIT = i, FILE = 'C:\KMILLER\CDI\DATAk2D50KP.TXT')
OPEN (UNIT = 2, FILE = 'C:\KMILLER\CDI\DATA\2D50KP.CDI')
DATA = 'C:\KMILLER\CDI\DATA\2D50KP.TXT'
OUT = 'C:\KMILLER\CDI\DATA\2D50KP.CDI'
WRITE (2,11) '2D INLET - PRESSURE - 50,000 RPM - DISTORTION'
WRITE (*,i0) '2D INLET - PRESSURE - 50,000 RPM - DISTORTION'
WRITE (2,30) 'DATAFILE = 2D50KP.TXT'
WRITE (*,30) 'DATAFILE = 2D50KP.TXT'
WRITE (2,30) 'OUTPUT FILE = 2D50KP.CDI'
WRITE (*,30) 'OUTPUT FILE = 2D50KP.CDI'
CALL BINLET(CDI,DATA,OUT)
WRITE (*,40) 'CDI =',CDI
ENDIF
************************************************************************
IF ((TYPE.EQ.'P').AND.(INLET.EQ.'2D') .AND.(RPM.EQ.'70K'))THEN
OPEN (UNIT = i, FILE = 'C:\KMILLERiCDIiDATAk2D70KP.TXT')
OPEN (UNIT = 2, FILE = 'C:\KMILLERkCDIiDATAi2D70KP.CDI')
DATA = 'C:\KMILLERkCDI\DATAk2D70KP.TXT'
OUT = 'C:\KMILLERkCDIiDATAk2D70KP.CDI'
WRITE (2,11) '2D INLET - PRESSURE - 70,000 RPM - DISTORTION'
WRITE (*,10) '2D INLET - PRESSURE - 70,000 RPM - DISTORTION'
WRITE (2,30) 'DATAFILE = 2D70KP.TXT'
WRITE (*,30) 'DATAFILE = 2D70KP.TXT'
WRITE (2,30) 'OUTPUT FILE = 2D70KP.CDI'
WRITE (*,30) 'OUTPUT FILE = 2D70KP.CDI'
CALL BINLET(CDI,DATA, OUT)
WRITE (*,40) 'CDI =',CDI
ENDIF
************************************************************************
WRITE (*,*)
WRITE (*,*) 'DO ANOTHER (Y,N)?'
READ (*,20) FLAG
IF (FLAG.EQ.'Y') THEN
GOTO 5
ENDIF
************************************************************************
END
C**************** END OF MAIN PROGRAM *********************
************************************************************************
C
************************************************************************
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C* SUBROUTINE FOR P INLET *
************************************************************************
SUBROUTINE PINLET (CDI, DATA, OUT)
REAL G(50,50) ,CDI,E(50)
DIMENSION GAV(10) ,D(50) ,S (I0) ,GAVLOW(10) ,GC(10)
DIMENSION SAREA(10) ,MD(10) ,R(10)
REAL H, A, SLOPE, B, THETA, AREA, LAREA, LH, GAV, D, GAVLOW, GC
REAL SAREA, MD, R
CHARACTER* 50 DATA, OUT
OPEN (UNIT = 1,FILE = DATA)
OPEN (UNIT = 2, FILE = OUT)
************************************************************************
DO I=1,33
D(I) =(I-1)*Ii,25
ENDDO
************************************************************************
DO J=i,35
READ (i,*) E(J)
ENDDO
K=0
L=2
DO J=l,5
DO I=l, 7
G(I,J+(L*2)) = E(I+(K*7))
ENDDO
K=K+l
L=L-I
ENDDO
DO J=9,13
DO I=l, 7
G(I,J) = G(I,J-8)
ENDDO
ENDDO
DO J=17,21
DO I=l, 7
G(I,J) = G(I,J-16)
ENDDO
ENDDO
DO J=25,29
DO I=i,7
G(I,J) = G(I,J-24)
ENDDO
ENDDO
K=2
DO J=6,8
DO I=l, 7
G(I,J) = G(I,J-K)
ENDDO
K=K+2
ENDDO
K=I0
DO J=14,16
DO I=l, 7
G(I,J) = G(I,J-K)
ENDDO
K=K+2
ENDDO
K=I8
DO J=22,24
DO I=i,7
G(I,J) = G(I,J-K)
ENDDO
K=K+2
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ENDDO
K=26
DO J=30,32
DO I=l, 7
G(I,J) = G(I,J-K)
ENDDO
K=K+2
ENDDO
DO I=I,7
G(I,33) = G(I,1)
ENDDO
WRITE (2,15) 'DATA'
WRITE (2,17) 'ANGLE', 'HUB', 'TIP'
DO J=l, 33
WRITE (2,5) D(J), (G(I,J), I=I,7)
ENDDO
5 FORMAT (F7.2,7F10.6)
15 FORMAT (/IX,A/)
17 FORMAT (iX, A, 6X,A, 57X,A)
************************************************************************
DO I=i, 7
S(1)=0.0
DO J=l, 32
H=ABS (D (I) -D (I+l))
A= (ABS (G (I, J) -G (I, J+l) ) ) *0.5*H
B=H*G (I, J)
IF (G(I,J).GT.G(I,J+I)) THEN
S (I) =S (I) -A+B
ENDI F
IF (G(I,J).LT.G(I,J+I)) THEN
S (I) =S (I) +A+B
ENDIF
IF (G(I,J).EQ.G(I,J+I)) THEN
S(I)=S(I)+B
ENDIF
ENDDO
GAV(I)=S(I) /D(33)
ENDDO
WRITE (2,25) 'AVERAGE'
25 FORMAT (/, IX,A,/)
DO I=l, 7
WRITE (2,30) 'GAV(',I, ') =',GAY(I)
• ENDDO
30 FORMAT (IX,A, II,A, FI0.7)
************************************************************************
LH=0.0
LAREA= 0.0
WRITE (2,70) 'AVERAGE OF POINTS BELOW THE AVERAGE'
DO I=l, 7
DO J=l, 32
IF ((G(I,J) .GT.GAV(I)) .AND. (G(I,J+I) .LT.GAV(I) )) THEN
SLOPE=(G(I,J)-G(I,J+I))/(D(J)-D(J+I))
B=G(I,J)- (SLOPE*D(J))
THETA= (GAV (I ) -B) /SLOPE
H=ABS (THETA-D (J+l))
LH=LH+H
A=G (I, J+l) *H
B= ( (GAV (I) -G (I, J+l) ) *H) *0.5
AREA=A+B
LAREA=LAREA+AREA
ENDIF
IF ((G(I,J) .LT.GAV(1)) .AND. (G(I,J+l) .GT.GAV(I) )) THEN
SLOPE= (G (I, J) -G (I, J+l) ) / (D (J) -D (J+l))
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B=G (I, J) - (SLOPE*D (J))
THETA= (GAV (I ) - B ) / SLOPE
H=ABS (THETA-D (J))
LH=LH+H
A=G(I, J) *H
B= ( (GAV (I) -G (I,J)) *H) *0.5
AREA=A+B
LAREA= LAREA+AREA
ENDIF
IF ( (G(I,J) .LE.GAV(I) ).AND. (G(I,J+I) .LE.GAV(I) )
* .AND. (G(I,J) .GT.G(I,J+I) ) ) THEN
H=ABS (D (J+l) -D (J))
LH=LH+H
A=G (I, J+l) *H
B=((ABS(G(I,J)-G(I,J+I) ))*H)*0.5
AREA=A+B
LAREA= LAREA+AREA
ENDIF
IF ( (G(I,J) .LE.GAV(I) ).AND. (G(I,J+I) .LE.GAV(I) )
* .AND. (G(I,J) .LT.G(I,J+I) ) ) THEN
H=ABS(D(J+I)-D(J) )
LH=LH+H
A=G (I, J+l) *H
B= ( (ABS (G(I, J) -G(I, J+l) ) ) *H) *0.5
AREA=A- B
LAREA= LAREA+AREA
ENDIF
ENDDO
GAVLOW ( I ) =LAREA/LH
WRITE (2,60) 'GAVLOW(',I, ') =',GAVLOW(I)
60 FORMAT (IX,A, I1,A, FI0.7)
LAREA= 0.0
LH=0.0
ENDDO
WRITE (2,70) 'CIRCUMFERENTIAL DISTORTION ELEMENT'
70 FORMAT (/, IX,A,/)
C=0.0
DO I=l,7
GC(I) = (GAV(I) -GAVLOW (I)) /GAV (I)
WRITE (2,80) 'GC/G(',I,') =',GC(I)
ENDDO
80 FORMAT (IX,A, II,A, F12.9)
************************************************************************
R(1)=0.9
R(7)=2.05
DO I=2,6
R(I)=((R(7)-R(1))/6.0) + R(I-I)
ENDDO
DO I=1,6
MD(I)=(R(I+I)-R(I)) /2.0+R(I)
ENDDO
SAREA (1) = (MD (i) *'2.0-R (1) **2.0) *3 . 141592654
SAREA(7)=(R(7)**2.0-MD(6)**2.0)*3.141592654
DO I=2,6
SAREA (I) = (MD (I) **2.0-MD (I-1) **2.0) *3 . 141592654
ENDDO
STOTAL=0.0
DO I=l, 7
STOTAL=STOTAL+ SAREA ( I )
ENDDO
************************************************************************
DTOTAL=0.0
DO I=i,7
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DTOTAL=DTOTAL+ (SAREA (I ) *GC (I ) )
ENDDO
************************************************************************
CD I = DTOTAL / STOTAL
WRITE (2,90) 'CIRCUMFERENTIAL DISTORTION = ' , CDI
90 FORMAT (/, IX,A, FI0.6,A)
END
************************************************************************
C* END SUBROUTINE FOR P INLET *
************************************************************************
C
************************************************************************
C* SUBROUTINE FOR 2D INLET *
************************************************************************
SUBROUTINE BINLET (CDI, DATA, OUT)
REAL G(50,50) ,CDI,E(50)
DIMENSION GAV(10),D(50) ,S(10) ,GAVLOW(10) ,GC(10)
DIMENSION SAREA(10) ,MD(10) ,R(10)
REAL H, A, SLOPE, B, THETA, AREA, LAREA, LH, GAV, GAVLOW, GC
REAL SAREA,MD,R
CHARACTER*50 DATA, OUT
OPEN (UNIT = i0, FILE = 'C:\KMILLER\CDI\DATA\2-ANGLES.TXT')
OPEN (UNIT = I, FILE = DATA)
OPEN (UNIT = 2, FILE = OUT)
************************************************************************
DO I=I,21
READ (I0,*) D(I)
ENDDO
************************************************************************
DO J=l, 42
READ (i,*) E(J)
ENDDO
K=0
DO J=l,6
DO I=l,7
G(I,J) = E(I+(K*7))
ENDDO
K=K+I
ENDDO
K=2
DO J=7,10
DO I=l,7
G(I,J) = G(I,J-K)
ENDDO
K=K+2
ENDDO
K=0
DO J=ll, 16
DO I=i,7
G(I,J) = E(I+(K*7) )
ENDDO
K=K+I
ENDDO
K=2
DO J=lT, 20
DO I=l, 7
G(I,J) = G(I,J-K)
ENDDO
K=K+2
ENDDO
DO I=i,7
G(I,21) = G(I,I)
ENDDO
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WRITE (2,15 'DATA'
WRITE (2,17 'ANGLE', 'HUB', 'TIP'
DO J=l, 21
WRITE (2 5) D(J), (G(I,J), I=i,7)
ENDDO
5 FORMAT (F7.2,7FI0.6)
15 FORMAT (/IX,A/)
17 FORMAT (IX, A, 6X,A, 57X,A)
DO I=I,7
S(I)=0.0
DO J=l, 20
H=ABS (D (J) -D (J+l))
A=(ABS(G(I J)-G(I,J+I)))*O.5*H
B=H*G (I, J)
IF (G(I,J) GT.G(I,J+I)) THEN
S(I)=S(I -A+B
ENDIF
IF (G(I,J).LT.G(I,J+I)) THEN
S (I) =S (I) +A+B
ENDIF
IF (G(I,J).EQ.G(I,J+I)) THEN
S(I) =S(I)+B
ENDIF
ENDDO
GAV(1)=S(I)/360.0
ENDDO
WRITE (2,25) 'AVERAGE'
25 FORMAT (/, IX,A,/)
DO I=i,7
WRITE (2,30) 'GAV(',I, ') =',GAV(I)
ENDDO
30 FORMAT (lX,A, I1,A, FI0.7)
************************************************************************
LH=0.0
LAREA= 0.0
WRITE (2,70) 'AVERAGE OF POINTS BELOW THE AVERAGE'
DO I=l, 7
DO J=l, 20
IF ((G(I,J) .GT.GAV(I) ) .AND. (G(I,J+I) .LT.GAV(I) ) ) THEN
SLOPE= (G (I, J) -G (I, J+l) ) / (D (J) -D (J+l))
B=G(I,J) - (SLOPE*D(J))
THETA= (GAV (I) -B)/SLOPE
H=ABS (THETA-D (J+1))
LH=LH+H
A=G (I,J+l) *H
B=((GAV(I)-G(I,J+I) )*H)*0.5
AREA=A+B
LAREA= LAREA+AREA
ENDIF
IF ((G(I,J) .LT.GAV(I) ) .AND. (G(I,J+I) .GT.GAV(I))) THEN
SLOPE=(G(I,J)-G(I,J+I) )/ (D(J)-D(J+I))
B=G(I,J)- (SLOPE*D(J))
THETA= (GAV ( I ) - B ) / SLOPE
H=ABS (THETA-D (J))
LH=LH+H
A=G(I, J) *H
B=( (GAV (I) -G(I, J) ) *H)*0.5
AREA=A+B
LAREA=LAREA+AREA
ENDIF
IF ( (G(I,J) .LE.GAV(I) ).AND. (G(I,J+l) .LE.GAV(I) )
* .AND. (G(I,J) .GT.G(I,J+I) ) ) THEN
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H=ABS (D (J+l) -D (J))
LH=LH+H
A=G (I, J+l) *H
B=( (ABS(G(I,J)-G(I,J+I)))*H)*0.5
AREA=A+B
LAREA= LAREA+AREA
ENDIF
IF ( (G(I,J) .LE.GAV(I) ).AND. { G(I,J+I).LE.GAV(I) )
* .AND. (G(I,J) .LT.G(I,J+I) ) ) THEN
H=ABS (D (J+l) -D (J))
LH=LH+H
A=G (I, J+l} *H
B=((ABS(G(I,J)-G(I,J+I)))*H)*0.5
AREA=A- B
LAREA= LAREA+AREA
END I F
ENDDO
GAVLOW (I ) =LAREA/LH
WRITE (2,60) 'GAVLOW(',I,') =',GAVLOW(I)
60 FORMAT (IX,A, I1,A, FI0.7)
LAREA= 0.0
LH=0.0
ENDDO
WRITE (2,70) 'CIRCUMFERENTIAL DISTORTION ELEMENT'
70 FORMAT (/, IX,A,/)
C=0.0
DO I=l, 7
GC(I) = (GAV (I) -GAVLOW (I))/GAV (I)
WRITE (2,80) 'GC/G(',I,') =',GC(I)
ENDDO
80 FORMAT (IX,A, II,A, FI2.9)
************************************************************************
R(I)=0.9
R(7)=2.05
DO I=2,6
R(I)=((R(7)-R(1))/6.0) + R(I-I)
ENDDO
DO I=l, 6
MD(I)=(R(I+I)-R(I) )/2.0+R(I)
ENDDO
SAREA (i) = (MD (I) **2 . 0-R (I) **2 . 0) *3 . 141592654
SAREA ( 7 ) = (R (7) **2 .0-MD (6) **2 . 0) *3 . 141592654
DO I=2,6
SAREA(I)=(MD(I)**2.0-MD(I-I)**2.0)*3.141592654
ENDDO
STOTAL=0.0
DO I=l, 7
STOTAL=STOTAL+SAREA (I )
ENDDO
************************************************************************
DTOTAL= 0.0
DO I=l, 7
DTOTAL=DTOTAL+ (SAREA (I ) *GC ( I ) )
ENDDO
************************************************************************
CDI =DTOTAL/STOTAL
WRITE (2,90) 'CIRCUMFERENTIAL DISTORTION = ',CDI
90 FORMAT (/, IX,A, FI0.6,A)
END
************************************************************************
C* END SUBROUTINE FOR 2D INLET *
************************************************************************
C
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************************************************************************
C* SUBROUTINE FOR TEST CASES *
SUBROUTINE TEST (CDI, DATA, OUT)
REAL G(50) ,CDI,E(50) ,D(50) ,S
REAL H, A, SLOPE, B, THETA, AREA, LAREA, LH, GAV, GAVLOW, GC
CHARACTER*50 DATA, OUT
OPEN (UNIT = 1,FILE = DATA)
OPEN (UNIT = 2,FILE = OUT)
************************************************************************
DO I=l, 33
D(I)=(I-1)*ll.25
ENDDO
************************************************************************
DO I=l, 33
READ (i,*) S(1)
ENDDO
WRITE (2,!5) 'DATA'
WRITE (2,17) 'ANGLE'
DO J=l, 33
WRITE (2,5) D(J},G(J)
ENDDO
5 FORMAT (F7.2, F10.6)
15 FORMAT (/IX,A/)
17 FORMAT (IX, A)
************************************************************************
S=0.0
DO J=l, 32
H=ABS (D (J} -D (J+l))
A=(ABS(G(J)-G(J+I) ))*0.5*H
B=H*G (J)
IF (G(J).GT.G(J+I)) THEN
S=S-A+B
ENDIF
IF (G(J).LT.G(J+l)) THEN
S=S+A+B
ENDIF
IF (G(J) .EQ.G(J+I)) THEN
S=S+B
ENDIF
ENDDO
GAV=S/D (33)
WRITE (2,25) 'AVERAGE'
25 FORMAT (/, IX,A,/)
WRITE (2,30) 'GAV =',GAV
30 FORMAT (IX,A, FI0.7)
LH=0.0
LAREA=0.0
WRITE (2,70) 'AVERAGE OF POINTS BELOW THE AVERAGE'
DO J=l, 32
IF ((G(J) .GT.GAV) .AND. (G(J+I) .LT.GAV)) THEN
SLOPE= (G (J) -G (J+l)) / (D (J) -D (J+l))
B=G(J)- (SLOPE*D(J))
THETA= (GAV-B)/SLOPE
H=ABS (THETA-D (J+l))
LH=LH+H
A=G (J+l) *H
B= ( (GAV-G (J+l)) *H) *0 . 5
AREA=A+B
LAREA= LAREA+AREA
ENDIF
IF ((G(J).LT.GAV).AND. (G(J+l).GT.GAV)) THEN
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SLOPE= (G (J) -G (J+l)) / (D (J) -D (J+l))
B=G(J)- (SLOPE-D(J))
THETA= (GAV-B)/SLOPE
H=ABS (THETA-D (J))
LH=LH+H
A=G (J) *H
B= ( (GAV-G (J)) *H) *0.5
AREA=A+B
LAREA=LAREA+AREA
ENDIF
IF ( (G(J) .LE.GAV ).AND. (G(J+I) .LE.GAV )
* .AND. (G(J) .GT.G(J+I) ) ) THEN
H=ABS (D (J+l) -D (J))
LH=LH+H
A=G(J+I)*H
B= ( (ABS (G (J) -G (J+l)) ) *H) *0.5
AREA=A+B
LAREA= LAREA+AREA
ENDIF
IF ( (G(J) .LE.GAV ).AND. (G(J+I) .LE.GAV )
* .AND. (G(J) .LT.G(J+I ) ) THEN
H=ABS (D (J+i) -D (J))
LH=LH+H
A=G(J+l)*H
B=((ABS(G(J)-G(J+I)) )*H)*0.5
AREA=A- B
LAREA= LAREA+AREA
ENDI F
ENDDO
GAVLOW=LAREA/LH
WRITE (2,60) 'GAVLOW =',GAVLOW
60 FORMAT (iX,A, F10.7)
WRITE (2,70) 'CIRCUMFERENTIAL DISTORTION ELEMENT'
70 FORMAT (/, IX,A, /)
CDI= (GAV- GAVLOW) /GAV
WRITE (2,90) 'CIRCUMFERENTIAL DISTORTION = ',CDI
90 FORMAT (/, IX,A, FIO.6)
END
************************************************************************
C* END SUBROUTINE FOR TEST CASES
************************************************************************
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Appendix D: Acoustic Measurement Plane Comparison
The acoustic results presented in this thesis represent the inlet's acoustic radiation
field on a single measurement plane. However, the radiation fields are three-dimensional
in nature. Each acoustic plane had to be measured individually, in order to verify that of
all the measurement planes were similar. The axisymmetric P inlet was measured on two
planes (See Figure 3.16 in Section 3.5.2), the horizontal/vertical plane (0 °) and the mid
plane (45°). The bifurcated two-dimensional inlet was measured on three planes (See
Figure 3.17 in Section 3.5.2), the vertical plane (0°), mid plane (45°), and the horizontal
plane (90°).
Figure D.I shows the two acoustic measurement planes of the P inlet at the
approach condition (60 PNC). The tone and overall sound pressure levels have similar
trends with a maximum variation of 6 dB in each plot. The takeoff condition (88 PNC) is
compared in Figure D.2 and shows the same conclusion as the approach condition. The
maximum variation in the tone is 5 dB and the overall is 2 dB. This illustrated that the P
inlet measurements were consistent throughout the three-dimensional acoustic field.
Figures D.3 and D.4 illustrate the three measurement planes of the 2D inlet. At
the approach condition (60 PNC), the tone and overall sound pressure levels varied by a
maximum of 11 dB and 7 dB, respectively. For the takeoff condition (88 PNC), the tone
differed by 10 dB and the overall by 8 dB. Even though these are large differences at one
angular measurement position, the overall comparison between the 2D inlet and P inlet
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doesnot change.Thetrendfor all theplotscomparingtheacousticplanesof the2D inlet
are similar. It is evident from thesemeasurementsthat the three-dimensionalacoustic
fields areconsistentlysimilar in nature.
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